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Chapter 2941: Perfect the universe of ten thousand gai crystal walls 

Time passed slowly. 

Not long. 

Three figures flew out of the vast peach forest in Su Lang's retreat, and it was Feng An and the others. 

at this time. 

The three of them turned to Tao Lin deeply, their eyes full of awe, admiration, and fanatical loyalty. 

Su Lang gave too much... 

This made them unable to refuse at all, and directly swore to be the leader of Su Lang in this life. 

right now. 

They took the exercises taught by Su Lang and the pill that they had given them back, and contacted the 

people of the holy demon sect, so they could practice with great concentration in order to make a 

breakthrough. 

Huh huh! 

The three human shadows mobilize the power of time and space, hide into the ripples of time and 

space, and disappear. 

Among the vast peach forest. 

Su Lang sat quietly behind a short couple, with a jade card for communication in front of him. 

"There are three people working in Feng'an, and the Holy Demon Cult will contact me soon!" 

There was a smile on Su Lang's face, "And before that, you can improve your strength." 

Leaning down to dive into the universe and staying in the universe for a while, in the top universe of the 

Ming Secret Universe, but a long time has passed! 

This allowed Su Lang's cultivation base to accumulate countless! 

"system!" 

"Start the Crystal Wall universe function! Perfect the designated Crystal Wall world!" 

Su Lang looked solemn and gave instructions to the system in his heart. 

Suddenly. 

The countless cultivation bases accumulated by the cultivation villain, like a flood of gate opening, 

rushed directly into Su Lang's body! 

Rumble! 
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The majestic repair base merged with the Avenue of Time, and immediately merged into the crystal wall 

world, causing it to undergo earth-shaking changes. 

In a blink of an eye. 

One, one hundred, one thousand... 

The crazy sublimation of the almost incalculable crystal wall world! 

When all repair bases are consumed. 

Su Lang discovered that his Crystal Wall universe was 10,000 more than before! 

"Ten Thousand Gai Crystal Wall Universe!" 

"Now my realm has completely entered the intermediate realm of the Nine Universes, and is 

approaching the advanced realm." 

"The real combat power, even in the daily state, has reached the advanced level of the Nine Universes!" 

Su Lang felt the majestic power in his body, and a smooth smile was outlined at the corner of his mouth. 

It is of course very happy to be able to obtain the results of countless eternal warriors' cultivation in 

such a short period of time, without knowing how many billions of years! 

"Now the Crystal Wall Universe has reached thirty thousand gai, which has not reached half of the 

Crystal Wall universe in my whole body." 

"When all the 66,000-plus crystal wall universes are sublimated, I don't know how far I will reach." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and immediately prepared to continue practicing. 

at this time. 

On the short table, the transmission jade card issued a faint light. 

"Are you here." 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth to connect the jade card of transmission. 

Suddenly, a scene appeared in front of him. It was a Nine Eternal Woman standing under a phoenix tree. 

"Yin Yun pays homage to the chief elder!" 

The eternal female emperor saluted Su Lang respectfully, "I wonder what the elder has to say?" 

This Yin Yun is regarded as the eyeliner of the Ming Secret Universe Domain on the Holy Demon Sect. 

"It's nothing." 

Su Lang shook his head and said with a smile, "Just to ask about the current situation of the Holy Demon 

Sect." 

"The situation is treacherous, and the undercurrent is surging!" 



"Before, a conflict broke out secretly within the church, and three powerful Nine Universes with radical 

ideas fell." 

"Now, the Sacred Demon Sect has returned to its former calm, and even makes an exception to absorb 

newcomers, but it's only obvious." 

"Elder in charge, I don't know what the adults in the universe have plans? When will Yin Yun be 

transferred from the Holy Demon Cult?" 

"..." 

Yin Yun gave a report with a respectful expression, and then asked a little sadly. 

"For the Saint Demon Cult." 

"In the hidden universe, I have discussed with Wu Qianfei, Li Zhongling and other seniors." 

"They will soon join forces with the Jielong Universe to put pressure on the radical factions of the Holy 

Demon Sect." 

"..." 

Su Lang replied faintly. 

Regarding the unstable position of the Holy Demon Sect, it has almost been made public. 

Su Lang also informed the fifteen seniors of Qianling Universe about the connection between Master Yu 

Jing and Jing Yunzi and others. 

However, he did not specify the true identity of Master Yu Jing, because the time was not yet. 

If the identities and plans of Master Yu Jing, Jing Yunzi and others are exposed, it will definitely shake 

the entire endless universe. 

At that time, the three ancient forces are likely to lose their self-confidence, and the Holy Demon Cult is 

likely to fall to the radical side faster. 

If the three ancient forces choose to break the pot and join the battle, the endless universe will be even 

more difficult to preserve. 

Therefore, the time is ripe only when there is a chance to get the three great cosmic beads. 

Chapter 2942: Holy Demon Religious Conservative Recruitment 

By the time. 

Even if the three ancient forces enter the water, Su Lang will be able to conquer the three cosmic beads, 

and protect the endless cosmic realm by himself! 

"Do the adults in the domain put pressure on the Holy Demon Cult?" 

Yin Yun listened to Su Lang's words and breathed a sigh of relief, "That's great." 

"Ok." 
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Su Lang nodded slightly, "Now your mission is complete." 

"Yes, the chief elder!" 

Yin Yun didn't doubt that he had him, so he retired directly. 

She only knew that Su Lang asked her to report on the situation of the Holy Demon Cult. 

But he didn't know that Su Lang could now reach the Holy Demon Cult directly. 

"The matter of going to the Holy Demon Cult is still to be concealed." 

"After all, my ultimate goal is to plan the three major transformations of the Universe Pearl. This is 

something that the three ancient forces cannot bear." 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about it in his heart, and then closed the jade plate for communication, and then 

waited for a while. 

It is estimated that Yin Yun has already left the place. 

"Xing Cuan Yun He!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and an extremely powerful Xing Cuan Yun He clone appeared in front of him. 

With the improvement of Su Lang's own strength. 

The strength of the clones has also risen. 

Just like the avatar of the stars and clouds in front of you, just composed of ten fusions, it has already 

reached the top level of the nine universes! 

And such a clone. 

Su Lang was able to condense more than a dozen, each of which is not worse than the square, or even 

stronger. 

"It's so cool!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "However, it is better to use Jiu Zhou's high-level clone, the top-level 

powerhouse is a bit dazzling." 

Soon. 

He turned off the Xingcuanyun combination function and separated the avatars from each other. 

Finally, Jing Hua Shuiyue was handed over to one of the avatars, and the avatar dispatch function was 

activated. 

Silent. 

This avatar of Su Lang appeared under the phoenix tree where Yin Yun had stayed before. 

The place Yin Yun chose was originally a barren land. After she left, it was completely deserted. 



"Next!" 

"Mixed into the Holy Demon Cult!" 

Su Lang squinted his eyes and hurried towards the Holy Demon Cult. 

Not long. 

He appeared outside an extremely huge planet. 

This planet is the largest planet Su Lang has ever seen! 

Even the life planet in his body is like a giant peak compared with a mud pill! 

"Holy Magic Star!" 

"According to what Yin Yun said before, the holy demons are absorbing newcomers." 

"Because there are too many radicals, many people are conservative on the surface, but secretly the 

opposite is true." 

"Therefore, the radicals cannot be overwhelmed by internal personnel alone, and the conservatives 

choose to recruit new people!" 

"This is just an opportunity for me!!" 

A gleam of light flashed in Su Lang's eyes, slowly flying towards the holy magic star. 

quickly. 

A team of warriors came to stop him! 

"Who, where did it come from?" 

The leader is a powerful junior in the Nine Universes, who is the leader of the entire team. 

While Su Lang activated Jinghua Shuiyue to confuse the other party, he activated the mysterious volume 

to peep into the other party's heart! 

quickly. 

Su Lang played the opponent's entire team between his palms. 

He not only passed the investigation smoothly, but also got a lot of useful information. 

original. 

At this time, it was just when the conservatives of the Holy Demons were absorbing newcomers! 

The entire holy demons universe is out of half-open state. 

Many warriors who have been invited and recommended have already arrived here and have 

temporarily stayed there. 

Three days later. 



It is the introductory test. 

"Master Juishu, please here!" 

The leader of the squad respectfully led the way in front, and the rest of the people also flocked to Su 

Lang's left and right. 

In their eyes. 

Su Lang is already recommended by a big man at the advanced level of the Nine Universe! 

Once you join the Sacred Demon Cult, your status will definitely be higher than them. 

And that big man was a senior powerhouse of the Nine Universes that Su Lang learned through the 

intelligence of the Ming Secret Universe, and his name was Fu Xiaotian. 

"You are so polite, please!" 

Su Lang smiled modestly, and then led by everyone to the place where the outsiders lived. 

Soon. 

Su Lang randomly found a place to live. 

"The person who recommended me, Fu Xiaotian, is a master of the Holy Demon Cult that I just said 

casually." 

"If you want to be seamless, you have to fix that Fu Xiaotian." 

"It's not difficult to find this person, there should be someone he recommends here!" 

Su Lang thought so, got up and walked outside the temporary cave... 

Chapter 2943: Mixing into the sacred demon sect and the Zangzhen gate 

He wants to visit these newcomers who are about to be absorbed by the Holy Demon Cult one by one. 

These people can also be subdued! 

An hour later. 

Su Lang visited everyone once, and he had a good relationship with everyone. 

At last. 

He really found the person recommended by Fu Xiaotian. 

It was a heroic man named Shu Lin with a triple ring of fire suspended above his head. 

Shu Lin is just an intermediate-level warrior of the Nine Universes. 

Su Lang uses the Xing Cuanyun combined clone function to integrate a full fifty clones, temporarily 

increasing the strength of this clone to a level far superior to the top powerhouses of the ordinary Nine 

Universes! 
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Then it's easy to handle. 

Under Su Lang's coercion and lure, Shu Lin had no choice but to agree to join Su Lang's command. 

But he was still very willing, because the benefits that Su Lang had given him far exceeded his 

imagination, just like Fang Gan at the beginning. 

After getting Shulin. 

Su Lang collected it into the inner world, and then transformed it into Shulin's appearance by using 

methods such as Wanxiang Wuji and Jinghuashuiyue. 

Next. 

Just waiting for the entry test. 

The test is mainly about thinking tendencies, and the rest of the audits have already passed the previous 

ones. 

Regarding the test of thinking and ideas, Su Lang is confident that he will be able to pass through 

smoothly. 

Just as the clone "Shu Lin" of the Holy Demon Cult was waiting for the test. 

The clone ‘Cang Lan’ finally arrived at Jielong Universe and waited for a meeting with the old seniors in 

Jielong Universe. 

Compared with Ming Secret universe. 

The bottom of the Jielong universe is slightly thinner, with only twelve ancestors. 

Their acting style is very similar to that of the Ming Secret Universe, and Su Lang is already familiar. 

therefore. 

The clone ‘Canglan’ controlled by Su Lang passed this meeting smoothly, and almost completely cleaned 

the bottom of the Dragon-Closing Universe. 

At last. 

Su Lang also held a high position in the Dragon Intercepting Universe, which is very convenient to gather 

people's hearts! 

at the same time. 

On the other side of Gong Xinghuo, he finally reached his goal-Zangzhenmen Station! 

This temporary residence was named the Zangzhen Universe. 

If you can find the eternal strong here, the Cangzhen Sect will generally absorb it, unless there are too 

big shortcomings. 

at this time. 



A top-level clone of the Nine Universes controlled by Su Lang, after some disguise, tore through the rift 

in time and space, and appeared in the hidden universe! 

The powerful aura immediately filled the dead and void of countless light years, and it also attracted the 

attention of a large number of powerful people. 

"Which fellow daoist is here, really makes me hide my true splendor!" 

A handsome young man wearing luxurious and exquisite armor appeared in front of the clone controlled 

by Su Lang. 

Immediately afterwards. 

Huh huh! 

Ripples of time and space emerged one after another, and a powerful figure appeared from it! 

It is not a common thing for someone to find the Zangzhen gate, not to mention the fact that the person 

is so powerful! 

"Is the top level powerhouse of Nine Universe!" 

"Hey, I don't know which senior who was famous in the endless universe many years ago!" 

"Now that even the top level powerhouses of the Nine Universes have appeared one after another, the 

world of great controversy is coming faster and faster!" 

"..." 

A powerful person was talking privately, and they didn't even dare to look directly into the eyes of Su 

Lang's clone. 

"Under Blue Star." 

"I have seen Emperor Mo Ya Zhou." 

Su Lang arched his hands at the armored boy, acting neither enthusiastic nor indifferent, giving a sense 

of masterful demeanor. 

The feeling that Mo Ya Zhou emperor gave him, such as Fang Gan, Jing Yunzi, Xuan Xinyuan, etc., were 

more powerful. 

Almost reached the level of those old monsters in the hidden universe. 

just. 

For the strong at this level, the five dimensions have not reached the level of a plus sign in the property 

panel. 

"It turns out to be fellow Blue Star Daoist!" 

"Since fellow Daoists have found my Zangzhen door, they want to come to be like-minded and come for 

the opportunity of detachment." 



A smile appeared on Mo Yazi's face. 

"Not bad." 

"Zangzhen Sect is the strongest of the three new forces." 

Su Lang nodded and said with a smile, "I wonder if the Sect Master Moya can see my Blue Star?" 

"Where is the Taoist friend." 

"A master like you is one of the few in the endless universe. Who would look down on it?" 

"I, Mo Yazi, on behalf of the entire Zangzhen Sect, welcome the participation of fellow Daoist Blue Star! 

Mo Yazi laughed loudly and announced! 

Chapter 2944: Calm before the storm 

"Welcome the Blue Star seniors to join Zangzhen Gate!" 

"Congratulations to Zangzhen Sect for one more powerhouse at the top level of the Nine Universes!" 

"..." 

The surrounding eternal powerhouses were elated and raised their hands in salute and congratulated 

them. 

Among them, there is Gong Xinghuo! 

just. 

No matter what, Gong Xinghuo could not think that the person who saluted him was Su Lang who had 

defeated him before! 

"Thank you, the master, thank you all!" 

Su Lang smiled and bowed his hands to Mo Yazi and everyone. 

He looked around at everyone. 

Many of them are advanced powerhouses of Nine Universe! 

Although the total number of Tibetans is relatively small, the average combat power is much higher than 

that of the Jingyun Alliance and Xuanyu Alliance! 

And these people are all ambitious and cruel people! 

"Come!" 

"Blue Star Fellow!" 

Mo Yazi was very enthusiastic, "Let us take care of you today!" 

Soon. 

It was another banquet at the level of the Nine Universes. 
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The main purpose of the banquet is naturally not to catch the dust from Mo Yazi's mouth, but to detect 

the details! 

just. 

Mo Yazi is strong. 

But he did not have Jing Yunzi's ‘eye of the cause’, only some relatively common detection methods. 

And these methods looked very pale in front of Su Lang. 

Until the end of the banquet. 

Neither Mo Yazi nor the other powerhouses found any clues about Su Lang! 

instead. 

Su Lang took the initiative to let Mo Yazi and the others ‘see’ some messages, which made them feel 

relieved. 

then. 

After the banquet is over. 

Su Lang successfully mixed into the Tibetan true gate! 

Immediately afterwards. 

The Holy Demon Sect is over there. 

The clone nicknamed ‘Shulin’ was also without any surprises, and went in without any problems! 

So far. 

The three ancient powers, the three new powers, and Su Lang have already inserted the clone! 

"Next!" 

"It's just to draw people's hearts further and gather people together!" 

The deity Su Lang sat cross-legged in the vast peach forest of the Ming Secret Universe, with a slight 

smile drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Time passed slowly. 

Some pages of eternity appeared one after another in the Lingxu Fragmented Domain, triggering 

battles. 

But these battles are relatively small. 

There was not even a fight that surpassed Su Lang's original scene of one enemy seven. 

In general. 



The world of great controversy is gradually brewing, and it is now in a relatively calm period before the 

storm. 

Take advantage of this time. 

Su Lang frantically draws people's hearts and recruits people! 

From the beginning to the end, it was the set used by the other party, pointing out the difficulties, taking 

them as subordinates, instilling the exercises, giving the medicine, and finally broke the inside story of 

Mo Yazi and others... 

Some operation down. 

Everyone regards Su Lang as a super power, and follows them desperately! 

Shocking Cloud Alliance. 

Under Fang Qian's'introduction', Le Zhengnan got the opportunity to formally join Su Lang's command. 

The rest of the strong are mostly dependent on Fang Gan, the new leader, indirectly controlled by Su 

Lang. 

For the more outstanding warriors among these people, Su Lang will meet them individually and 

completely turn them into his own! 

in this way. 

Almost all of the shocking cloud alliance fell into Su Lang's hands. 

But Jingyunzi didn't feel affection for this, and didn't know that Su Lang could master the Jingyun 

Alliance to such an extent in a short period of time! 

In the Xuanyu Alliance. 

Su Lang relied on the clone ‘Aotian’, and also controlled a large number of powerhouses. 

Although the degree of mastery is not as good as that of the Jingyun Alliance and cannot reach the point 

of directly subverting the entire Xuanyu Alliance, it is also very impressive. 

Because Su Lang is very low-key. 

and so. 

Although Xuan Xinyuan knew that Aotian had gathered a lot of people and formed a force, he didn't 

know that it was far beyond his own patience. 

Except Jingyun Alliance and Xuanyu Alliance. 

At the Cangzhen Gate, Su Lang also wooed some people. 

It's just that those who can join the Zangzhen Sect are very powerful and not so easy to attract. 

Moreover, there are not many people in Zangzhen, so the slightest movement will be more conspicuous. 

therefore. 



There were not many younger brothers accepted by Su Lang, only four people, all martial artists at the 

advanced level of the Nine Universes. 

This is the case with the three new forces. 

For the three ancient forces. 

In the Ming Secret universe. 

As the principal elder, Su Lang originally had huge powers and mastered a large number of martial 

artists. 

Chapter 2945: Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu 

Take advantage of the position. 

He gathered a large number of subordinates and turned into his own private soldier! 

Regarding the great abilities in the potential universe, Su Lang also tried his best to build a good 

relationship. 

Among them, He Wuqianfei and Li Zhongling have the best relationship. 

It didn't take much time. 

Su Lang then figured out that the Ming Secret Universe Domain had mastered the "Hongmeng 

Transformation Bead", one of the three major transmutation beads. 

One of the three treasures of the innate universe is not in the hands of a certain powerhouse. 

Instead, it was placed somewhere in the void in the hidden universe, supervised by 15 people at the 

same time. 

Once something happens, 15 people will jointly take charge of the Hongmeng Hua Zhouzhu and solve 

the problem! 

The situation in the Jielong Universe is almost a replica of the Ming Secret Universe. 

Su Lang mingled among them as a clone of Canglan. 

It also gathered a large number of strong people, and was very familiar with the twelve ancestors. 

He inquired that what Jielong Zhouyu mastered was'Chaotic Zhouzhu'! 

The chaotic cosmic bead is also placed in the basic universe where the time flow of the dragon-cutting 

cosmic domain is the slowest! 

Su Lang could send directly to the basic level where the ancestors of the Ming Secret and Dragon-cutting 

Cosmos lurked. 

The Harmony and Chaos Eternal Beads have a very high chance of success. 

at the same time. 

The progress of the Holy Demon Cult is also good. 
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Although the balance of the Holy Demon Cult has crooked, it is difficult to make it straight again! 

Among the thirteen core powerhouses in the teaching, most of them have tended to take the initiative 

to participate in major battles and strive for opportunities for transcendence. 

This is the general trend of the Holy Demon Sect! 

Therefore, conservatives have to get harder and harder. 

And Su Lang's pseudonym "Shu Lin" pretends to be a fanatical supporter of conservatives. 

He usually performs very well! 

As a result, it was valued by the conservative ancestors who occupy the minority among the 13 core 

powerhouses! 

Su Lang strikes while the iron is hot. 

With the combination of stars and clouds, this clone of the pseudonym "Shu Lin" pretended to break 

through and became the top level powerhouse of the Nine Universes. 

This action immediately caused a shock to the entire Holy Demon Sect. 

The four conservative ancestors value Su Lang even more, and directly lead him by precept and deeds! 

As a result, Su Lang directly obtained all the secret techniques of the four ancestors! 

Fu Xiaotian, the senior powerhouse of the Nine Universes who ‘recommended’ Su Lang before, became 

his **** subordinate and brought many people to Su Lang’s subordinates. 

At this moment! 

Su Lang is a rising star of conservatives. 

Under the leadership of a conservative ancestor, I saw Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu with my own eyes! 

Holy Magic Universe. 

Inside the huge holy magic star! 

This is a huge underground space, almost forming another void world! 

In the center of this world. 

A red vortex is floating! 

The center of the whirlpool was a dark red like a little blood, and the surroundings were crimson. 

The entire vortex is forbidden at first glance, but in fact, it is moving at an unimaginable speed! 

"This is the Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu!" 

"One of the three treasures of the infinite universe!" 



"Since they are aspiring to detach themselves, they must give up the ambivalent Zhouzhu and leave it to 

our conservatives to preserve the endless universe!!" 

"Shu Lin, you are the rising star of our faction. Today I brought you to meet Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu. 

Don't let us down!" 

"..." 

A plump and beautiful woman stood in front of Su Lang and sighed slightly. 

Her expression is very ugly, because the situation of the Holy Demons is too difficult. 

Even if the Ming Secret Universe and the Jielong Universe exert pressure together, it will not be able to 

change the general trend of the Holy Demon Cult. 

even. 

Many people in the Ming Secret Universe and Jielong Universe have been affected, and they have the 

idea of striving for a whole super-offline fate! 

The holy demon sect is precarious. 

As the treasure of the town and education, the Wanmanhua Zhouzhu is also the treasure that all the 

core powerhouses are always watching! 

Once the sage demon sect falls apart, a super war will inevitably begin around the engulfing Zhouzhu. 

"Is this the Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu!!" 

"Senior Yuanmeng, don't worry, if the Holy Demon Sect breaks out in civil strife, I will do my best to fight 

for our conservatives to fight for the waning Zhouzhu!" 

Su Lang nodded solemnly, and immediately unfolded his spiritual thoughts to investigate the 

Wanmanghua Zhouzhu. 

When the divine mind touched the moment when the mangled Zhouzhu! 

suddenly! 

Chapter 2946: I'm going to make the three big Zhouzhu 

suddenly! 

"Ding! Discover the treasure that contains ‘Hang Mang Genesis’!" 

With a system prompt, more information flooded into Su Lang's mind! 

In a flash. 

Su Lang was so shocked that his brain went blank! 

According to these messages. 

Su Lang learned that Wan Mang's source force is one of the three major source forces differentiated 

from Chuan's force. 
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The other two are the source of chaos and the source of Hongmeng! 

But the power of Jianming did not differentiate only these three powers, but many different kinds of 

powers. 

even. 

Even the power of the Universe White Realm has been split up by the force of a rush. 

Chaos, Hongmeng, and Yuanmang source forces are the three major source forces that form the endless 

universe. 

Therefore, the three major cosmic beads can stabilize the cosmic domain and suppress the white realm 

of the universe. 

In other words. 

The Endless Universe and the Universe White Realm, which is the opposite of it, are formed by the force 

of Jiang Ming! 

And this information was not what shocked Su Lang the most. 

What horrified him most was 

——The system turned out to be formed with the strength of 溟溟! 

"The system is formed by the force of 溟溟!" 

"The source power that differentiates the endless universe and the universal white world has formed 

my system!" 

"..." 

Su Lang took a deep breath, his mind was full of thoughts! 

If the system is formed by the power of Jianming, that can explain why it is so powerful. 

just. 

The reason for its formation has become a huge mystery again! 

"Why is there a system?" 

Su Lang's eyes revealed deep doubts, "Why does the system appear on my body again?" 

To say that he is unique, it is probably the physique of ‘turbid body’! 

Start with Bluestar. 

He had never seen a second muddy body exactly like himself. 

Even if there is someone called a ‘turbid body’, they are fundamentally different from myself. 

Those people were unable to practice for other reasons, but they happened to be also called muddy 

bodies. 



"Why is my muddy body unique?" 

Su Lang touched his chin, puzzled. 

At this time. 

Another system prompt sounded. 

"Ding! Collect the Yuanmong Source Force, Chaos Source Force, and Hongmeng Source Force, and 

combine them into Chuming Force, which can completely perfect the system and merge into one!" 

The system prompts surging in Su Lang's mind, making his expression slightly stagnant. 

"The system...is imperfect!?" 

"No wonder... no wonder it needs constant upgrades!" 

"As the system is upgraded, its system functions are getting more and more powerful!" 

"But even so, my system functions are divided into multiple aspects, seemingly numerous, but actually 

fragmented!" 

"Using the three major sources of power, such as Qiangmang, can form the power of mingling, so that 

the various functions of the system are completely integrated, and further improved, all defects are 

filled, and it is upgraded to a complete state where it can no longer be upgraded!" 

"At that time, it will be truly invincible!" 

"I'm going... I really didn't expect that this boundless, chaotic, and magnificent Zhouzhu is so important 

to me!" 

"..." 

In Su Lang's heart, a rare storm rose, as if he was about to break through his heart. 

He stared at Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu with scorching eyes, and wanted to get it almost now! 

"hold on!" 

"With my current strength, it's not too safe!" 

"When I go further, I will try to seize the three great cosmic beads." 

Su Lang took a deep breath and slowly suppressed the excitement in his heart, his expression calming 

down. 

And his emotional reaction, in the eyes of Emperor Yuan Meng Zhou, was very normal. 

Every warrior who saw Wan Mang Hua Zhou Zhu for the first time would be as shocked as Su Lang. 

"Shu Lin, time is almost up, let's go!" 

Yuanmeng saw Su Lang calm down, and said with a smile. 

"Ok!" 



"No matter what, we are bound to win the Wanmang Zhouzhu!" 

Su Lang nodded, a smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

"Exactly!" 

Yuan Meng smiled in satisfaction and waved his hand to open a space-time channel with almost no 

fluctuations. 

Immediately afterwards. 

The two of them entered the passage of time and space one after another, and disappeared from the 

inner world of the Saint Demon Star. 

at the same time. 

The secret universe, the vast peach forest. 

"The three big Hua Zhouzhu, I'm going to make it!" 

"Furthermore, with the power of the system and the integration of the three source forces, they will 

definitely be able to better exert their power and better preserve the endless universe. 

The deity of Su Lang slowly opened his eyes, and a gleam of light appeared in his eyes. 

Chapter 2947: I have to keep working hard 

Soon. 

He slowly closed his eyes and continued to practice hard. 

If you want to get the three major cosmic beads, strength is the most important, and the rest are 

secondary! 

Time passed slowly. 

I don't know how many days have passed. 

Under the crazy transformation of the one-key practice function, the cultivator has once again 

accumulated a huge amount of cultivation! 

"It's time to perfect the Crystal Wall Universe again!" 

Su Lang slowly exhaled a mouthful of turbid air, and immediately issued an instruction, "Activate the 

Crystal Wall universe function and perfect the designated Crystal Wall world!" 

Suddenly! 

Nearly endless cultivation base poured into his body! 

Countless crystal wall worlds undergo drastic qualitative change and sublimation, turning into perfect 

crystal wall universes. 

One after another cosmic power was condensed and circulated in Su Lang's eternal body! 
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In a blink of an eye! 

All cultivation bases are completely consumed. 

Su Lang's Crystal Wall universe has once again increased by a full 10,000! 

"Forty thousand gai crystal wall universe!" 

"This power is the real top power of the Nine Universes!!" 

Su Lang opened his eyes fiercely, a burst of light flashed like thunder, and disappeared slowly. 

at this time. 

His combat power under normal circumstances has reached the top level of the Nine Universes! 

"Nine Universe's top-level combat power!" 

"With my various secret techniques, in the endless universe, there are not many opponents." 

"However, this has not yet reached the ceiling of the Nine Universe Eternal Realm. At least, it is not 

enough to deal with the deities of Jing Yunzi and others." 

"The powerhouses of the three ancient forces are not as simple as the top-level powerhouses of the 

ordinary Nine Universes." 

Su Lang touched his chin, secretly said, "I have to keep working hard!" 

Soon. 

He allowed the one-key practice function to continue to operate, accumulating cultivation skills. 

His gaze shifted to each clone. 

With the breakthrough of the deity. 

All the clones have also been promoted to the top level of the Nine Universes! 

Currently. 

Except for the ‘Blue Star Clone’, the other clones are all martial artists of the Nine Universes’ advanced 

levels. 

"This time." 

"Now that the major clones are developing in various forces, the trust of the major forces has been 

greatly increased, but their status and status have also been improved very slowly." 

"Why, let the clones break through this time and become the top level powerhouse of the Nine 

Universes!" 

"In this way, the status of the clones will be greatly improved!" 

Su Lang thought in his heart, immediately made up his mind to let the clones break through! 



"First of all, let's start from Jingyunzi's side!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and immediately began to act. 

Extremely cosmic. 

Cultivation in the dojo, Qingfeng enlightenment bamboo forest. 

The avatar of Su Lang slowly released the suppressed breath. 

Suddenly. 

An extremely powerful breath enveloped the entire practice dojo! ! 

"Master Su Lang!!" 

The figure of Le Zhengnan appeared outside the practice dojo. 

Immediately, Shan Huaiyi and other confidants who were completely attached also rushed over. 

Under Su Lang's cultivation, their cultivation bases have been greatly improved, and they are already 

strong at the intermediate level of the Nine Universes. 

They are becoming more loyal to Su Lang! 

"This breath!" 

Shan Huaiyi was surprised, "Master Su Lang has broken through to the top level!!" 

"Hahaha, great!" 

Someone laughed ecstatically, "In this way, we will have two top-level powerhouses of the Nine 

Universes in the Yunyun Alliance!!!" 

"Yes!" 

"The outbreak of the big battle is getting closer and closer, and the strength of our Jingyun Alliance has 

greatly increased, and we will be able to reap a lot!" 

"..." 

The rest of the people also talked about it, too excited. 

at this time. 

"Taoist Su Lang's cultivation base has improved, gratifying!" 

A figure wearing a snow-white robe suddenly appeared like an immortal, and it was Fang Gan. 

Fang Qian understood very well. 

Master is not a breakthrough this time, but just released the power that was covered in the past. 

"Meet your lord!" 

Everyone paid a big salute to worship! 



"Come and come, we will not be drunk or return today!" 

Another hearty laughter came, but Jing Yunzi rushed over. 

Immediately afterwards. 

One after another powerful figures emerged. 

In a blink of an eye. 

The entire Shocking Cloud Alliance is here! 

"Great!" 

"Dear fellow daoists, don't get drunk or return today!" 

Su Lang waved his hand to open the formation and took a step forward with the surging breath. 

Chapter 2948: The major clones are progressing gratifyingly 

Su Lang came to the sky and brushed his right hand. 

Suddenly a huge world emerged, with shadows of people inside, all of whom were powerful waiters 

with cultivation bases. 

These waiters put out countless rare and exotic fruits and all kinds of eternal fairy wines, the scene is 

vast and luxurious! 

"Everyone! Please!" 

Su Lang smiled happily, and stretched out his hand to ask. 

"please!" 

Fang Gan and others entered first, followed by others. 

When the crowd was full of friends, the entire Shocking Cloud Alliance was able to enter the room! 

Next. 

It is to push the cup and change the cup, and the coveting is staggered. 

The eternal spirit wine refined by Su Lang using system functions has filled the eternal powerhouses 

with drunkenness! 

Take this opportunity. 

Su Lang personally preached once, and many people learned a lot. 

When the banquet is over, everyone says goodbye. 

The breakthrough has also spread to the rest of the forces through the eyes and ears of many people. 

In a short time. 
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Almost all the forces know that there has been a top powerhouse in the Nine Universes in the Shocking 

Cloud Alliance! 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang's prestige is in full swing, and the Shocking Cloud Alliance has also been drenched, and has 

attracted the attention of many strong people who have not yet stood in the team! 

Next. 

Su Lang let the clone return to the Qingfeng Enlightenment Bamboo Forest and enter the place of 

retreat. 

Ming Secret universe, in the vast peach forest. 

"Perception sharing!" 

With a thought of Su Lang's deity, a picture of his vision appeared in front of his eyes! 

These visions come from the clones of the major forces in the branch. 

The "Aotian" clone of Xuanyu Alliance. 

In addition, there are also the clones of the Holy Demon Sect’s Shulin and the Canglan clones of the 

Jielong Universe! 

"Next." 

"It's the turn of these clones to break through one after another!" 

"However, there must be a gap in the breakthrough time of each of them, otherwise it will be too 

garish." 

Thinking like this in his heart, Su Lang issued instructions to the major clones to determine the time 

point for their breakthrough. 

Soon. 

He sank into a state of penance again. 

time flies. 

Because of Su Lang's breakthrough, Jingyun Alliance has many new people joining. 

To this. 

Jing Yunzi is very happy! 

Su Lang is naturally happier! 

Suddenly, one day. 

Some people in the Xuanyu Alliance broke through to the top level of the Nine Universes and attracted 

the attention of countless people. 



The breakthrough person is called Aotian Eternal Emperor! 

then. 

The Xuanyu Alliance also brushed up on the sense of existence and attracted many people to join. 

Most of these people who joined were in the name of Aotian, and they all fell into Su Lang's hands in the 

end! 

after a while. 

In the Sacred Demon Cult, Emperor Shu Lin broke through to the top level of the Nine Universes, once 

again arousing the attention of the entire endless Universe! 

The conservatives within the Sacred Demon Sect are even more excited! 

The four conservative ancestors placed greater trust and expectations on Su Lang's pseudonym Shu Lin's 

clone! 

Next. 

Cut the Dragon Universe, Canglan Universe also completed a breakthrough, becoming the top level 

powerhouse of the Nine Universes! 

The appearance of a top powerhouse of the Nine Universes gives people a strong sense of coming, 

dragons and snakes! 

just. 

no one knows. 

All breakthrough powerhouses are just the clones of Su Lang! 

"Except for the Ming Secret Universe, the clones in the other forces are now at the top level of the Nine 

Universes." 

"With the help of the basic disk laid before, with the higher cultivation base now, it will surely be able to 

further attract a large number of people!" 

"The deity of the Ming Secret Universe Region can also show the top level of combat power of the Nine 

Universes." 

"But the news can't be spread to the outside world, otherwise it won't be good if the people from the 

Startled Cloud Alliance know about it." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and immediately let the avatars continue to implement the income plan. 

As for himself, he privately informed Wu Qianfei and others that his cultivation level had broken 

through. 

This naturally made the seniors of the Ming Secret Universe Region excited and delighted! 

Time continues to pass. 



Su Lang is madly accumulating cultivation bases, and is also hiring manpower madly, collecting all kinds 

of exercise books and resources! 

Shocked in the cloud alliance. 

With the assistance of Fang Qian. 

Su Lang almost brought the entire force under his command! 

The rest are Jing Yunzi's confidant and some spies from outside forces. 

In the Xuanyu Alliance. 

The ‘Aotian Clone’ has been earned under the command of Mu Yongge, a senior powerhouse of the 

Nine Universes. 

Jing Kaiyu and Xuan Xinyuan are very close, so Su Lang gave up on recruiting him. 

Even so. 

One-third of the forces in the Xuanyu Alliance fell into the hands of Su Lang. 

Chapter 2949: The origin of the forty-two trillion universe! 

Jielong universe and holy demons. 

The clones also further recruited a large number of strong players. 

Hidden in the real door. 

Because the number of people in the gate is sparse, and many warriors are permanent residences in the 

alliance as clones, the deity is hidden in the basic universe. 

Therefore, the progress in recruiting the younger brother is still not great, and a total of three senior 

powerhouses of the nine universes have been recruited. 

By this time. 

The powerhouses in the entire endless universe who are qualified to stand on the team have chosen 

one of the six major forces to join in. 

Su Lang was able to recruit all the powerhouses he could get. 

The remaining strong, unable to recruit for various reasons, can only give up. 

In addition to recruiting staff this aspect has achieved good results. 

Su Lang also found a lot in the collection of exercise books and various resources! 

Those powerful men who have recruited in, all their secret techniques have been turned into his own 

use! 

Su Lang had already obtained most of the essence of the exercises and secret techniques accumulated 

over the countless years in the entire endless universe! 
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Resources. 

From those recruited subordinates. 

Whether it is the origin of the universe, the core origin, or all kinds of heaven and earth treasures, Su 

Lang has almost hollowed it out! 

of course. 

He will not treat his subordinates badly. 

For every resource obtained from his subordinates, he would bestow a more cherished pill or exercise. 

Anyone who has followed Su Lang's eternal powerhouse has made breakthroughs in this period of time! 

"The time is almost ripe." 

"My layout is almost over." 

"Next, we must upgrade system functions, upgrade weapons, update techniques, and perfect the Crystal 

Wall Universe... Wait for Jing Yunzi and others to cause a war!" 

A smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and then he issued an instruction, "System, store 

all universe origins and core origins!" 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the current balance is 4,27845 billion universe origins!" 

Forty-two trillion! 

This is the origin of the universe that Su Lang collected from all his subordinates! 

"system!" 

"Give me one-key training, one-key martial arts, one-key clone...functions!" 

With an excited smile on Su Lang's face, he directly ordered all system functions to be upgraded! 

Suddenly. 

"Ding! Consumes 1 trillion cosmic origin, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 60, and the 

training speed is increased to...15,360 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-key training function to level 60, and the training speed has 

doubled to 30720 trillion times!" 

"Ding! The current one-key practice function has reached its limit!" 

"Ding! Consume...One-click martial arts function...7680 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 trillion cosmic origin, one-click martial arts can be upgraded to level 60, and the 

martial arts speed is increased to...15360 trillion times!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-key martial arts function to level 60, and the martial arts 

speed has doubled to 30720 trillion times!" 



"Ding! The current one-key martial arts function has reached its limit!" 

"Ding! Consume 1 trillion universe origins, the one-click clone function has been upgraded to level 59...!" 

"Ding! Consumes 10 trillion cosmic origins, the one-click clone function is upgraded to level 60, the 

number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 60, the number of clones is 60, and the number 

of twins is 60!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on raising the one-click clone function to level 60, and the number of clones, 

avatars, and twin avatars has doubled!" 

"Ding! The current one-click clone function has reached its limit!" 

Three system upgrades cost 23 trillion directly! 

"Level 60 is the limit of these three functions?" 

"In the future, we must absorb the primordial power of the Great Mengmeng, Chaos, and Confusion to 

perfect the system!" 

"However, there is still a lot of the origin of the universe." 

The color of thinking flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he gave the instruction again, "Continue, upgrade the 

one-key treasure hunting, refining, alchemy, and array functions!" 

Order it at once. 

Suddenly a large number of system prompts sounded. 

The one-click treasure hunt function costs 111 trillion, and it is upgraded to level 60, with the number 

reaching 30720 trillion! 

The key is to get the new system functions ‘Nine Universe Flying Flying Flying Drifting’ and "Ancestral 

Flying Flying Flying Flocks"! 

Nine Universe Flying Flying Glider: The speed of all treasure hunting flying gliders has reached the Nine 

Universe Eternal Realm! 

Ancestral flying gliders are in groups: every 100 million treasure hunting flying flying flying gliders can be 

merged into one treasure hunting flying flying flying flying gliders! 

Treasure hunting ancestral gliders get the effect of Nine Universe Eternal Class damage! 

So far. 

The one-click treasure hunt function reaches its limit! 

Chapter 2950: All functions reach the level limit 

Soon. 

The one-key alchemy, refining, and array functions have been upgraded to level 25. 
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A total of thirty-three hundred billion was spent, all of which could refine the treasures of the Nine 

Universe-level items. 

Among them, the alchemy function has doubled the number of alchemy! 

The refining function obtains the effect of ‘evolution boost’, and the evolution of weapons can make the 

weapons receive additional upgrades. 

The number of materials consumed by the array refining function has been drastically reduced, and a 

complete array can be set up with only one third of the materials! 

"And the origin of the universe!" 

Su Lang issued an order again, "I want to upgrade one-key synthesis, empowerment, and strengthen 

functions!" 

It cost another 330 billion. 

The one-click synthesis function reaches level 25, and the items of the Nine Universe Eternal Realm can 

be used for further synthesis, and the synthesis ratio is drastically reduced to three to one! 

The one-key empowerment function reaches level 35, and the number of empowerments is further 

doubled, reaching 2800 times! 

One-click enhancement function reaches level 20, the number of enhancements reaches 20 times, and 

you get an additional opportunity for enhancement qualitative change! 

So far! 

All functions have been upgraded to the limit! 

A total of four hundred and seven hundred billion was spent, and the remaining two trillion yuan of the 

origin of the universe! 

"The remaining cosmic origin is completely enough for the promotion of weapons!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath, then took out all his weapons. 

Youtian Sword, Heavenly Eight-Edged Shield, Infinite Number, Sword of Life, Seven Treasure Tree, 

Mirror Flower, Water Moon, Heart-piercing Lock, Purple Gourd, Mirror of Reincarnation, and Nest of 

Civilization! 

But this time. 

He did not give priority to upgrading Youtian Sword. 

Instead, the Qibao Miaoshu was selected from among them. 

This incense imperial soldier, born in Su Lang's hands, is the most suitable weapon in the plan to capture 

the three great cosmic beads! 

"The three major cosmic beads are especially important." 

"The Seven Treasure Tree must be strong enough." 



"The special aspiration crystallization collected recently is enough to further evolve the Qibao Miaoshu!" 

"As long as it evolves to the top level of the Nine Universes, or even a higher level, it will be easy to seize 

the three Transformation Universe Beads!" 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and then directly issued an order, "Start the enhanced reset..." 

The same as the previous process. 

Strengthen reset, weapon evolution, one-key strengthening, strengthen qualitative change! 

One by one function one by one! 

In a blink of an eye! 

A large number of special wish power crystals are consumed. 

The Qibao Miaoshu evolved to the level of the Nine Universes, immediately strengthened 20 times, and 

finally completed five times of strengthening qualitative changes! 

The Seven Treasure Tree has the ability to cast spells instantly. 

Five times of strengthening and qualitative change. 

This weapon feature has been qualitatively changed twice, and the overall power has been qualitatively 

changed three times. 

"The current Seven Treasure Tree has almost reached the limit of the Nine Eternal Emperor's Arms." 

"Two qualitative changes are obtained in an instant cast, and it is even more so that it can directly **** 

the opponent's treasure by surprise!" 

"In this way, almost no one in the endless universe can resist the Seven Treasure Trees, and the three 

major transformations of the universe can be said to be stable!" 

Su Lang took the Qibao Miaoshu into his hands and was very satisfied with the result. 

Soon. 

He collected the Seven Treasure Trees and took out the Youtian Sword alone. 

The current Youtian Sword has reached the advanced level of the Nine Universes! 

"Upgrading the Youtian Sword requires specific materials." 

"These materials are almost extinct, and it is estimated that they will not be found when searching the 

huge endless universe." 

"Fortunately, I have a material conversion function, a one-click synthesis function..." 

With a tick at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, using various system functions, he has all the materials 

needed for the evolution of the Youtian Sword in a blink of an eye! 

Immediately after. 



"Initiation of enhanced reset, weapon evolution..." 

It's a familiar command and a familiar process again! 

This time. 

The Youtian Sword has evolved into the Nine Eternal Realm! Then complete twenty enhancements! In 

the end, it was another five times to strengthen the qualitative change! 

One hit must increase once, power swallowing increases once, knowing hit increases once, and overall 

power increases twice! 

To the end. 

The power of Youtian Sword is one level stronger than Qibao Miaoshu! 

"It's Tianjia's eight-sided shield..." 

Su Lang received the Youtian Sword in satisfaction and took out the small black round shield. 

Next. 

The eight-sided shield of the sky, the lock of the heart, the mirror flower water moon, and the purple 

gold gourd have all evolved to the level of the Seven Treasure Tree. 

At last. 

It's time to upgrade the Boundless Boundary again. 

 


